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Princess street
faces competition
for new RRC
downtown campus
some information comes to our
attention."
The information Thachuk and the
NDP are waiting for is in a final
report that will measure the pros
and cons of each site.
Curtis Nordman, executive director of the College Expansion
Initiative says the provincial government is being smart in considering
both sites.
"It was fairly clear not all options
were explored and the provincial
government wanted to make sure
they were making the right decision," says Nordman.

By Kyla Duncan

R

ed River College (RRC)
administration is holding
their breath as they await
word from the NDP government on
where a new college campus will be
established for its Creative Arts and
Technology programs.
A year ago, both municipal and
provincial governments were excited about RRC's move downtown.
Now the NDP is second guessing
itself, waffling between a block of
heritage buildings on Princess Street
or a location directly west of the
University of Winnipeg on Spence
Street.
Jacqueline Thachuk, RRC president, is not happy the NDP is considering the Spence Street location.
"The Spence Street location serves
a completely different initiitive. It is
not what the college envisioned as
being a top priority location," says
Thachuk.
"We would rather proceed with
the Princess Street location unless

Hefty price tag
The bill of expansion on the
Princess Street buildings or what
Nordman calls the "educational
hub" on Spence street largely rests
on the province, not RRC, says
Nordman.
"The project will cost the government 25 to 30 million a year in outright capitol," says Nordman.
The hefty price tag has the NDP
seeking answers to many questions.
"Questions like 'Do we build or

photo: Katie Chalmers

Stuart Markinson, a first-year Business Education student at
RRC living on Young St., would like to see RRC on Spence St.
as he stands in front of the proposed location.
lease close to or away from down- close to the U of W would lessen the
town? There are a full range of need for day care services, food
options we are looking at," says courts and libraries since those facilNordman.
ities can be shared. This would mean
"Options which would best suit more money and room for classthe needs of the college and of Red rooms and program development,
River College students."
says Nordman.
Nordman says the final decision
Thachuk still waits Princess
on where the new RRC campus will Street.
go is the education minister's, but
"We believe developing there
the educational hub on Spence Street would put students in close proximis looking more appealing.
ity with their industries . . . it meets
"The college and the university [of Red River's needs, economic develWinnipeg] have at least seven joint opment needs and preserves herprograms right now and are trying itage buildings," says Thachuk.
to develop more and the existing
Both RRC and the NDP are waitones further," says Nordman.
ing word on the report, which will
Developing the college campus come within the next two weeks.
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UNITED ARMY SURPLUS SALES
EVERYTHING FOR THE GREAT OUTDOORS

10 % DISCOUNT FOR RRC STUDENTS & STAFF!
(ON ALL REGULAR PRICED MERCHANDISE)
460 PORTAGE AVE. WINNIPEG, MB. R3C 0E8
PH. 786-5421 FAX 783-1933 TOLL FREE 1-800-261-3331
Travel packs 220 volt adapters, binoculars, travel accessories, lightweight quik dri clothing, sun hats,
mosquito netting, tilly hats, sierra designs gorotex clothing, banff designs gorotex clothing, columbia
sportswear, rainwear, kodiak work boots, hi-tec hiking boots, sandals, sony walkman discman and mini
speakers, eureka, camptrails, rockwater designs tents, thinsulate liteloft super compact sleeping bags,
multitools by buck, swiss army, leatherman, gerber and wfs. wpg's most complete fishing store featuring
everything you need and plenty of free advice.
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Crazy Ox sells $75,000 scratch & win
BA student Lindsay
Bohnhardt wins big
when you play the game," says
Matheson.
By Kyla Duncan
After beating the odds, Bohnhardt
is now saying good-bye to the potenindsay Bohnhardt scratched a tially toxic mix of work and school.
$75,000 itch more than two
"This year I'm just going to try and
weeks ago when she bought a go to school. It's just too hard to
Western Canada Lotteries (WCL) work and keep up in school," says
ticket at Red River College's Crazy Bohnhardt.
Ox campus store.
Bohnhardt had been working to
The Business Administration stu- pay for her tuition this summer at
dent, and 1998 Students' Association the Ox where she bought the winpresident, thought she would try her ning ticket from fellow employee
luck on a brand new two dollar Gio Marino.
scratch game called Corvette Cash.
Ox manager Todd Duchanan says
Bohnhardt matched three
Bohnhardt thought the staff
wheel symbols and then
was pulling a fast one on
scratched the prize box
"When
her.
where she won a
"We just got the tickI scratched
2000
Chevy
ets that morning
the prize box, I
Corvette convertand she was the
ible.
first person to
didn't even think it
She traded the
buy a ticket,"
was
possible
that
I
car for cash at the
says Duchanan.
won the Corvette,"
WCL office on
"At first she
August 15.
thought someone
"She was very
was
pulling a joke
Lindsay
excited and seemed
on her . . . the
Bohnhardt
very relieved she didCorvette is the largest
n't have to worry about
jackpot of any two dollar
money anymore," says
ticket."
Dorothy Richards, WCL prize payDuchanan says he expects a little
out clerk.
extra business due to their newest
"She said she didn't have to worry winner.
about school now and she was going
"We hope there will be an increase
to pay off some debts."
in (lottery) ticket sales, this is our
John Matheson, WCL senior ,man- third big winner in three years," says
ager, said he was surprised they had Duchanan.
a winner so quickly.
"$100,000 went to a student from
"The game had been out not even the Plus and $56,000 went to a staff
a week, so we did not expect a win- member on the regular 649."
ner yet," says Matheson.
Bohnhardt has modest plans for
Bohnhardt did not expect to win her money.
either.
"I bought a car because I really
"When I 'scratched the prize box, I needed one. I'm taking a trip out to
didn't even think it was possible that Edmonton for a week to see my sisI won the Corvette," says Bohnhardt. ter," says Bohnhardt.
The odds for winning a corvette or
She may be spending the money
a $75, 000 prize on the Corvette Cash already, but Bohnhardt still does
game are staggering.
double takes when she looks at her
"There is about a 333, 000 to one bank statement.
chance you will win the Corvette
"I still don't believe it."
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Gio Marino displays the type of lottery scratch and win card he
sold fellow Ox employee Lindsay Bohnhardt just before she won
$75,000.

RRC awarded $1.1 million
in property tax case
By Sean Thiessen

W

hile there was no
tribal council, Red
River College did
manage to survive a five
year court battle with the
City of Winnipeg this summer and walk away with
$1.1 million for its efforts.
While seeing the simularities, RRC president
Jacqueline Thachuk says
there is a difference between
the legalities the college
endured and the CBS summer hit Survivor.

Business as usual
"When they get out of
there they'll be out of their
place of discomfort with a
$1 million in hand," says

Thachuk. "For us it was
business as usual.
"We've not feeling like we
won the jackpot, we feel
relieved."
The dispute stemmed
from a 1995 adjustment in
the college's property tax
assessment, an adjustment
that lowered the college's
assessment by $11 million
and their tax bill by
$500,000.

City was wrong
However, the city did not
apply the new figure to
either the 1996 or 1997 tax
bills, deciding instead to
wait for the 1998 reassessment.
A judge finally ruled the
city was wrong not to use
the 1995 assessement for
those two years, awarding

the college $1.1 million dollars in tax refund and legal
fees.
"We're very pleased.
We're delighted because we
need the money to keep the
college up to date," says
Thachuk.

Offset losses
Thachuk says the money
will be spent by the college
on items that were passed
over in the last budget.
"We've got so many needs
that the money will be used
up very quickly," she says.
Thachuk says the money
awarded by the courts will
help make up the money
the college lost to the 10 per
cent tuition cut mandated
by the NDP government.
The city has not decided
to appeal the decision.

Now that

you're back
in sc h ool.
its lime 10
plain vow

escape.

Travel

CUTS
CAM

kelp.

Whether you're heading home or across Canada, travelling to
Europe or around the world, we are the student travel expert.
Started in 1969 by students for students, we serve over 250,000
students a year, saving them millions of dollars. We negotiate special
airfares and student discounts, and pass the savings on to you.
Once you've settled, drop by your local Travel CUTS office to check
out the amazing travel deals and meet our friendly, knowledgeable
staff. See you soon!

PoRapa Avenue

Owned and

operated by the
Canadian
Federation of
Students
Canadian
ad aeon
Fedoranon (MI S'CISMS
at atud ■ants

499 Portage Ave.

783-5353
travelcuts.com

RED RIVER COLLEGE

TUDENTS' ASSOCIATION

CREATING
A VISION

WHAT WE DO FOR YOU!
The 2000-2001
Executive

President
Ian Scott

VP Student Affairs
Robyn Osmond

VP Finance
Sarah Strome

The Students' Association is
committed to providing you
with great programming and
services to help you get the
most out of your College experience. We work hard all year
long to bring you these great
services, so take advantage,
and have fun!
The OX Campus Store
This store carries more than just
pens and paper, The OX carries
everything from used books and
calculators to penny candy.
Student Appeals
The appeals process helps to
resolve both academic and disciplinary concerns regarding
grades, communication of
evaluation procedures and more.
Programming
We offer great low cost programming. These include Socials,
Bashes, Ski Trips, Spring Break
Trips, Drink the Town Dry and
more.
CMOR
CMOR is an excellent opportunity to have some fun on the radio. Whether you want to host
your very own show or co-host
with a friend,
The Projector
For the latest in campus news
and SA events, pick up the Projector. For those literary scholars, the Projector is open to articles written by students at RRC.

Campus Clubs
Clubs are established to assist
students organizing academic,
recreational, cultural, as well as
graduation events. If your group
has campus club recognition,
you may be eligible to receive a
$200 interest free loan.
Housing Directory
Need a place to live? The Red
River Housing directory is located on the web at www.
rentmb.comirrcsa or stop by
DM20 for a free copy.
Health Plan
The Health Plan offers extended
health insurance such as travel
health benefits, and extra hospital benefits that are not covered
by Manitoba Health.
Food Bank
Donations for the on campus
food bank can be dropped of at
the SA office at DM20. Students
can also fill out request forms for
food at the SA office.
SA Employment
The Students' Association offers
a variety of opportunities for paid
employment. Students can apply to work as Bar Staff, Peer
Tutors, Safe Walk personnel,
and Food Bank personnel
Other Campus Services
The SA supports a variety of
services around the College including Safe Walk, Peer Tutoring, the North Gym and the Info
Booth.

WANTED
tik • •

NI)

MEET yoUR EXECUTIVE
Do you want to know how you
can get involved? We are always looking for volunteers to
help with the Class Rep system,
Student Advisory Board, Activities Board and More.
Student Advisory Board
The SAB is made up of students
dedicated to helping the Students' Association serve the students better. By becoming involved with the SAB, you can
have a say in where your student
fees go and play a part in making
the SA a better organization for
the student. Class Rep System
The Class Rep System plays an
important role in passing information throughout the College.
The Class Rep is
responsible
for attending one meeting a
month and passing the information gathered in this meeting on
to the class.
Activities Board
The Activities Board is made up
of students dedicated to helping
the SA hold the best events
around.
Activity Board members assist the Events Coordinator in decorating for events, putting up posters, and setting up
for events on campus.
For More information drop by
room DM20. Our door is always open, and we look forward to answering your questions.

Want a chance to meet your executive, get free coffee, donuts, candy,
and win free stuff? Stop by, and
say Hi on any one of these days.
We'll be looking forward to seeing
you.
Monday, September 11
Library Hallway
8 am to 1 p.m.

Tuesday, September 12
Otto's 10 am to 1 p.m.

Wednesday, September 13

Library Hallway
8 am to 1 p.m.
Thursday, September 14

Building J + M Junction
8 am to 1 p.m.

Friday, September 15

The Cave 8 am to 1 p.m.

STUDENT
HEALTH PLAN
NEWS
You may now "OPT OUT" of the
Student Health Plan when you pay
your fees in C209, by filling out a
"Student Health Waiver Form" and
showing your "proof of other
coverage". Then you just deduct the
$70.00 from your "Total Amount
Owing". This will save you from
paying the fee up front and waiting
for a credit/refund cheque.
***REMEMBER you must "opt out"
within 30 days from your course
start date.

PliZATZ IZAPIo 0D7'S
....OR CLOWNS OR VA, MPIRES OR FARM E125...
Wifel-TZVZ/Zi
DJ RECRUITMENT FOR THE FALL
TERM WILL COMMENCE SHORTLY.
LISTEN TO CMOR FOR MORE
DETAILS OR CONTACT JARRED IN
ROOM DM20 (THE CAVE)•
w4.1-0'S

If you've already paid all of your fees
and wish to opt out, come to see us
at room DM20 to fill out a Student
Health Waiver Form. AGAIN This
must be done within 30 days of
your course start date. You will
then either receive a credit towards
your next term or if you've paid for a
full year — you will receive a refund
cheque. If you've paid by credit card
you*will receive a credit on your card
account.
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61 years of college history to
be celebrated by wall
Recognition Wall will
honour RRC history
and donours
monument honouring Red River College
sponsors is nearing
completion after three years
of planning.

someone looks at the wall,
the
history,
will
be
described," says George
Cibinel, the architect who
designed the wall.
"The more you look at it,
the more you discover," he
says.
The wall also shows the

When completed, the

public some of the sponsors

Recognition Wall will be a
multi-layered grouping of
pictures and text describing
the 60 year history of the college. There will also be
plaques describing the contributions of the college's
many sponsors.

and supporters of RRC says
Cam Asher, RRC technical
officer.

By Julie Ken ner

A

More discovery ,
"The college has a 60-yearhistory and it should not be
forgotten," says Jacqueline
Thachuk, president of RRC.
"We want to honour our history and those who support
education and our students."
"The wall allows the public to see and understand the
history of the college. When

Ceremony
"There were so many people who were so generous to
the college that it was time to
recognize them," says Linda
Truss-Baron, former development coordinator at RRC.
A selection committee
asked each department at
RRC for a list of sponsors
they thought should be
included on the wall. The
final selection of honourees
was chosen from those selections.
There will be a ceremony
when the wall is completed.

photo: Katie Chalmers

Construction has begun be on the new Recognition Wall, to honour RRC's
history and sponsors, between the Buffalo Cafeteria and the Library.
Construction should be completed by October.
"We can't let the unveiling and should not be forgot- loop, between the Buffalo
of the wall go unnoticed. ten," says Thachuk.
Cafeteria and the Library.
There are many people who
The Recognition Wall is in
The wall is scheduled for
have supported this college the mall level behind the bus completion in October.

RRC students capture three
medals for MB
tors.
"I thought it was an excellent competition," says Watts. "An excellent opportunity for students to portray their skills. They
ed River College students stepped up did quite well."
at the podium three times as they
Quebec placed first overall in the compehelped represent Manitoba at the 6th tition with 41 medals with Ontario coming
Annual Canadian Skills Competition held in second with 23.
in Quebec City, June 3-6.
The competition pits the best trade and
Down from last year
technical students from across the country The medal performances by Gunninck,
against one another to determine national Siepman, and Heinrichs helped Manitoba
winners who then may qualify to represent place third in the competition with 15 total
Canada at the World Skills Competition to medals.
be held next year in Seoul, Korea.
This is down from last year when
Manitoba captured 28 medals helped by 9
Brings home gold
medals, four gold, from RRC students.
Randy Gunninck captured the gold Watts says comparing the two years does
medal in the cabinet making competition. not provide an accurate reflection of
It's the second gold medal in cabinet mak- Manitoba's abilities.
ing for Gunninck who also won gold at the
"Quebec only competes every second
provincial skills competition held at RRC, year when running up to the international
April 13.
competition," he says. "Quebec puts a
Ken Siepman brought home a silver major effort towards the international cornmedal in autobody repair while Henry petition."
Heinrichs was awarded a bronze in plumbWatts says despite taking home medals
ing. Both won gold in their respective cate- from their competitions no RRC students
gories at the provincials.
will be going to the World Skill
Dr. Dale Watts, dean of Industrial Competition because it is only open to
Technology at RRC, sits on the board of the those under the age of 22. This age limit
Canadian Skills Competition and traveled makes it harder for RRC students, whose
to Quebec City with Manitoba's competi- average age is 27, to qualify.

By Sean Thiessen

WANTED
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ASSIS TANT 74/4-1•64-9Z/Z
wORGANIZED***RELIABLE***KNOWLEDGABLE***
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CONTACT JARRED IN ROOM DM20 (THE CAVE)
OR.CALL 632-2475.
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College starts new
recycling program
By Tara ColeMcCaffrey

I

office/classroom paper, to
aluminum cans and
Polythylene Terephthalate,
(PET) plastic bottles.
Recycling facilities are
located in classrooms and
hallways as well as recreational areas such as The
Cave and the Tower Lounge.
Every classroom and office
located on the college campus has been supplied with a
paper rescue. Full recycling
centers that allow you to
recycle paper, aluminum
cans, plastic containers and
glass have been added to the
Buffalo and Voyageur cafeterias, as well as several other
locations throughout the
collge.

and students than throwing
away what have now
become valuable, re-usable
products. Recyling and
waste reduction has become
so necessary in our daily
lives that making it as easy
as possible for the college
community has become priority.

t seems that almost over
night environmental
awareness has evolved
substantially and become a
part of the average North
American's life.
Whether it's that your
neighbourhood has curbside
Survival
recycling or that your place
The involvement of the
of work is undergoing envistaff and students in this
ronmental alterations to
program is vital to its surbecome more sustainable,
vival, and in turn, its surthe reality is that times are
vival is vital to the success of
changing.
the college in becoming
Red River College undermore environmentally
stands that as an educational
friendly.
institution it has a responsiIssues involving the envibility to change with the
ronment are no longer stricttimes and keep up to date
"The
ly the concern of
with current environenvironmentalists and
college recognizes
mental issues.
activists.
One issue of particthat as things change, SO
Our environment is
ular concern these
must we unless we want to be everyone's respondays
is solid waste
sibility, and the colleft in the dust, or in this
manag ement.
lege is providing you
Universities and colcase, in a mountain of
with the opportunity
lege institutions are
to take pride in being
garbage."
known to produce a signifipart of a greater cause.
cantly high amount of solid
If there is one message that
waste. But the college recogThe recycling facilities will I could send to the college
nizes that as things change, be at your disposal on the staff and students this year,
so must we unless we want college campus at all times.
it is that "the smallest efforts
to be left in the dust, or in
Employees have been of every individual, results
this case, in a mountain of hired to maintain them in the largest successes of the
garbage.
through Network South community."
Enterprises Inc. (NSE). NSE
We know that we cannot
College goal
is a community-based correct all of the damage that
Red River College has now employment agency dedi- the human population has
made it a goal to become an cated to finding jobs for peo- caused the environment, but
environmentally friendly ple with mental disabilities. we can change our individuinstitution. A new waste They will be responsible for al ways and prevent further
reduction and recycling pro- emptying and wiping down damage from resulting.
gram has been implemented the recycling facilities on a
This recycling program is
at the college over the sum- daily basis to maintain the the beginning of the colmer months, just in time for cleanliness and attractive- lege's contribution to the
the students' and instruc- ness of the college campus.
preservation of the environtors' return.
Recyclable materials ment for the future generaAlong with the support should no longer be thought tions.
and funding of Manitoba of as garbage, but as
It will take the dedication
Product Stewardship resources that are collected and participation of each
Corporation (MPSC), Red in.aesthetically pleasing and and every person on this
River College has developed accessible facilities.
campus, but the results will
a comprehensive recycling
The purpose of the pro- be something that every
program that allows every- gram is to create an atmo- individual, who took part,
one on the college campus to sphere where recycling is should be proud of and comrecycle anything from more convenient to the staff mended for.
,

photo: Katie Chalmers

EMMOYMOMOPPOrilillinf
Safe Walk Patrol Officers

Kids Try New Things
No Matter What.

Part-time/Casual
September 18, 2000 — May 31, 2001

The Red River College Students' Association and Red
River College are looking for Safe Walk Patrol Officers to
escort people to and from various locations in and around
the college.
Applicants must be Red River College students, familiar
with college facilities and have experience dealing with
the public. The successful candidates will be required to
work 6 — 12 hours per week, primarily evenings.
Wage: $7.00/hour

Closing Date: Sept 7, 2000

Apply in writing to:

RRC Students' Association
Rm DM20, Winnipeg, MB R3H 0J9
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Burnt Church
shows burning
issues

W

ith the threat of Quebec sovereignty continually
waning and hockey season still a month away,
one of Canada's eternal debates has been given a
clear stage.
In Burnt Church, New Brunswick, native fishermen and
officials from the RCMP and Department of Fisheries have
been locked in a war of lobster traps where the battles have
steadily escalated.
What started with a daily ritual of native fishermen setting
lobster traps in the morning and DFO officials confiscating
them in the evening has quickly spiraled out of control into
high speed games of chicken, arrests, blockades and now a
DFO officer awaiting plastic surgery after being struck in the
face by a rock.
The issue behind all the high seas drama is whether the
federal government has the right to regulate the fishing
industry in the lucrative lobster grounds of Miramichi Bay
just off the shore of the Burnt Church reserve, an area the
Mi'kmaq people contend is theirs alone to regulate according to a 1760 treaty.
The dispute went to the Supreme Court when it listened to
the appeal of Donald Marshall, a Mi'kmaq who was convicted of fishing out of season with a prohibited net. In its
favourable decision the court cited the 1760 treaty saying the
Mi'kmaq people had the right to set "catch limits to produce
a moderate livelihood at present day standards."
Decisions such as these pave the road to tragedy.
The laws and regulations of a nation have to apply to its
people universally.
To have a set of rules for the Mi'kmaq and a separate set of
rules for non-native fishermen in the area makes the law
arbitrary and unfair, the law makers totalitarian.
To establish such divisions along racial lines is an invitation to the kind of violence the area witnessed last fall
between native and non-native fishermen.
It only serves to reinforce untrue stereotypes on both sides
of the issue, to continue the simmering of racism and intolerance that lies below the surface throughout much of current day Canadian society.
Unfortunately, either through collective quilt over our
colonial heritage or the ignorance of a paternalistic federal
government, it is doomed to continue.
-Sean Thiessen

n to hear from you!
e upset about something and can sum ii
in appx. 350 words drop us a letter you
name, department and phone riliffiber t
the Project°
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NDP bill attacks home
school students
Over the summer, the
NDP government has
thought themselves very
stealthy in whipping bills in
and out of legislature under
the nose of voters.
Although I appreciate the
dedication of the government to get right down to
business, I do not appreciate
hearing concerned groups
are not even lent an ear by
the NDP.

Bill 12
Bill 12 is one new controversial bill which has been
passed without the public
getting a word in.
Bill 12 is The Public
Schools Amendment Act. It
has home school supporters
up in arms because of the
alarming vagueness of the
bill.
It gives the education minister control over every
aspect of a home schooler 's

education. And it gives the
education minister the ability to clench his steel fist at
any time.
It gives the government
control over what they see
as the dissidents.
Why did they pass this
without at least hearing both
sides of the story? Instead,
they listened to public educators who count every dollar a child brings into the
system.
Home-schooling may not
-seem an immediate concern
for a college student, especially those who received
most of their education in a
classroom with 25 other children.
Only after a child has been
pumped through the production line of public education do they have the
opportunity to plan their
own education.
This bill is a concern

because it focuses on those
who think differently, a
minority who want more for
their children than timed
recesses.

UN Charter

The UN Charter of Rights
clearly states in Article 26,
"education shall be directed
to the full development of
the human personality and
to the strengthening of
respect for human rights
and fundamental freedoms.
Parents have a prior right to
choose the kind of education
that shall be given to their
children."
Will the NDP eventually
put their iron grip over college and university students? We already have a
number, will we lose our
right to think outside the
box?
-Kyla Duncan

Parachute politicians ruin democracy
There are times when I
consider myself fortunate to
live under a political system
like Canada's.
There are other times,
however, when our government seems no better than
the eternally flawed British
parliamentary system on
which it is based.
Prior to the Reform Bill of
Flawed system
While the opportunity to 1832, many British members
reign supreme as Canada's of Parliament were elected in
undisputed right-wing rotten or empty boroughs
Ultimate Fighting Champion (constituencies which were
must have been tempting, either dominated by the
both eventually opted for the local landowner or did not
swift and sure-fire route into contain a single voter), or in
parts of Great Britain they
Parliament: the byelection.
While some are hoping the had never set foot in.
Unlike British MPs of old,
two party leaders will inject
new life-blood into the Day and Clarke will actually
House of Commons, I can't live in their respective ridget over the means by which ings for brief periods should
they be elected.
they are trying to enter it.

his summer, Canadian
Alliance Leader
Stockwell Day and
Progressive Conservative
Leader Joe Clark briefly contemplated holding a pissing
contest in the riding of
Calgary Centre during the
next federal election.

T

But that doesn't mean they
will represent their ridings
any better than their old
British counterparts.
Are we to believe that Joe
Clark cares one iota about
the residents of Kings-Hants,
Nova Scotia, or that he
thinks of them as anything
but a springboard into the
House?
Can any moderately intelligent person in the
Okanagan Valley honestly
believe that he or she is anything more than Stockwell's
stepping stone? "

the level of concern politicians feel for the Canadian
public. If a party feels they
can fix the country's problems then why allow another
party to take a seat?
The depressing answer is
that Canadian politics is still
an Old Boys network.
The map of Canada is little
more than a game board to
these Monopoly players who
roll the dice every day with
the money, lives, and opportunities of working
Canadians.
The cult of personality
convinces us that it is somehow important to get these
Gentlemen's
people into the House at all
agreement
The fact that a so-called costs. I would fall over backgentlemen's agreement wards if someone could give
allows the leaders of other me a single reason why a
parties to run uncontested in man who failed miserably as
byelections is indicative of prime minister should get

another seat, this time representing the most insignificant federal party in the
country.

Rotten to core

While the rush to anoint
Stockwell Day as prime minister given his total lack of
experience in federal politics
is equally mystifying, his
camp is to be commended
for bothering to run a candidate against Clark and maintain at least a pretence of
democracy.
Regardless of who wins in
the coming byelections, the
losers will be the people of
Okanagan-Coquihalla and
Kings-Hants.
Canadian democracy is
rotten to the core.
-Adam Clayton
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Jarred Nolan
PROFILE
A HOT new ticket at CMOR
New station manager Jarred Nolan ready to roll
By Jill Officer

a half.
And as for listening to
the station when you're
walking down the hallway, Nolan says he's
going to work on
improving that as well.
He says with his contacts, he is going to try to
get new microphones for
the station to improve
the sound of the music
and voices coming
through the speakers in
the hall.
For those who want to be
heard on those speakers
in the hallway, Nolan
will be recruiting DJ's for
the station within the
first couple of weeks of
school. He also says the
Red River College
Students' Association
has yet to hire an assistant manager.
Nolan himself says he
would like to have his
own show on CMOR, but
that likely won't happen.
"I'd like to have my own
show," says Nolan.
"Especially in the beginning just trying to get
everything organized,
not knowing exactly how
it's gonna run. It might
not really be a case where
I'm going to have my
own show as much as I'll
try to fill in the shows
that aren't filled by the
students."

H

e has worked at HOT
103, still works at 92 CITI
FM, and is also a nightclub DJ. And now, he is the station
manager of Red River College's
radio station.
Jarred Nolan, 24, always had an
interest in radio. In fact, he took
the Creative Communications
program at RRC from 1994 to 1996
just for the radio part of the
course.
Nolan has never really been an
on-air DJ since then. However, he
says that probably won't make
much of a difference when it
comes to managing CMOR.
"From when I was here the first
time around and from what I've
understood from the past years
since, the station has not been
quite as up to snuff and run like a
tight ship," says Nolan. "So, I'm
hoping with my education here
and my experience in the field
that I can bring in and implement
a few more professional radio
standards."
Nolan's experience in the field
consists of working for HOT 103
the first year it was on-air, and he
is currently working at 92 CITI
FM as a part-time promotion and
technical assistant.
In the evening, he DJ's at nightclubs like Bullwinkle's, U4IA, and
Scandals.
Nolan, who will be taking a
Continuing Education photography course this year, says based
on his experience with music and
radio stations, he hopes to make
CMOR a little more proficient.
"Just from the knowledge that I've
gained of how a radio station should
be run and how it ,should sound, I'm
going to try to enforce people to make
it sound as professional as possible,"
says Nolan.
Nolan also hopes his contacts and
personal relationships with people in
the field will work to his advantage.
And not just from a music standpoint,
but an advertiser's standpoint as well.
Nolan says he wants to raise the
credibility of the station and start
doing more than just the basics of
playing music, talking, and running
advertisements.
"I'm going to try to make it as
authentic as possible, including live
remote broadcasts from around the
college - publicizing events that we
have going on," says Nolan.
"Continuing to go out and get prizing

.

photo: Katie Chalmers

from other radio stations, especially deal. He says he should know what's
going to happen in the next week and
our affiliate station."
CMOR's current
affiliate station is
HOT 103, which
means they have a
deal with them from
last year. CMOR
was to have them on
the air between 4
p .m.. and 8 a.m.,
when no one was at
CMOR. In return,
they would provide
the station with
prizes such as movie
passes, T-shirts, and
concert tickets.
But Nolan is currently negotiating
with Power 97 for
the same type of

photo: Katie Chalmers
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Out o f this world
Former Winnipegger finds intergalactic success with Roswell series
By Catherine Ogloza

followed his gut instinct.
Landing a role on the hit series
Roswell was initially an undesirable undertaking for Fehr.
"I didn't want to do it," he recalls.
"Teenagers and science-fiction just didn't
really appeal to me."
But Fehr, who plays the role of Michael,
one of three extraterrestrials living in
Roswell, New Mexico (site of an alleged
1947 UFO crash) on the Warner Brothers
Network's sci-fi hit, admits he reconsidered
after reading the script and understanding
the plot.
"I now realize that I'm in a spot highly
envied by a lot of kids," says Fehr, adding,
"it is a shock some days. The perks are very
nice, the hours are long, but when you just
want to relax, it's hard. You can never really be off work."
Having a familiar face and well-known
name has its effects on the rising star.
Noting the fuss that seems to follow him
wherever he goes, Fehr says, "I'm acting.
What I do is pretty unimportant in the overall scheme of things."
Growing up in New Westminster, B.C.,
and later moving to the 'Peg before striking
camp in L.A., Fehr, who most recently costarred in the thriller Final Destination,
says making the move to the States wasn't
too much of a culture shock.
"People down [in L.A.] seem to really
dig €anadians," he snickers.
"We kind of got a good name."

A

sk Roswell star Brendan Fehr how he feels
about being selected as one of Teen People's 25
Hottest Stars Under 25 last May, and this 22year-old interstellar stud will blush.
"It's flattering, definitely," the transplanted
Winnipegger chortles. "I'd like to think that if I got bald
and a bit wrinkly, people would still think I'm cool."
Currently living in rented quarters in Los Angeles
with his Rottweiler, Opa, Fehr's break in the biz is
something out of a fantasy.
Merely days before beginning classes at the
University of Manitoba, Fehr was vacationing in

"I'd like to think that if I
got bald and fat and a bit
wrinkly, people would still
think I'm cool," says
Winnipeger turned
Hollywood hot shot
Brendan Fehr, 22.
Vancouver when he was "discovered" and immediately
started down the performing path, landing his first role
in the series Breaker High. The rest, as they say, is history.
Trying to visit his friends and family in the 'Peg four
times a year, Fehr's busy schedule, chock full of film
and television credits, may have been less hectic had he
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Anyone else feel a draft?

THERE'S A BETTER WAY TO PAY FOR TUITION. WIN IT.
You could. In fact, a year's tuition of up to $4,000 is just one of the things you could win. There's a lot more.
Like up to $1,000 for text books and some very cool stuff from MTS including a Solo - Prepaid Cell Phone Package,
6 months of MTS High Speed Internet service, 2-pack of microTalk"" 2-way radios and more. Check it all out at your
campus bookstore or any participating MTS retail outlet. No purchase necessary. Contest ends September 22, 2000.

MTS

www.mts.mb.ca

Must be 18 years or older to participate. Must be a resident of Manitoba and enrolled in a post-secondary institution for the 2000/2001 year at time of entry to participate. No purchase necessary.
See participating MTS retail outlets for complete contest details. Chances of winning depend on the number of eligible entries. Contest closes September 22, 2000. One Grand Prize available to be won.
Solo is a trademark of Northern Telecom Ltd. and microTalk is a trademark of Cobra Electronics Corporation.
MTS High Speed Internet service may not be available in all areas.
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Reviews
Richard Ashcroft
Alone With Everybody

Rancid
Rancid

This first solo album by the lead singer of The Verve
simply blew me away. Ashcroft's mellow voice and
smooth tunes lie in a glorious middle ground
between Brit Pop and lounge music. Undoubtedly
the best album of the year to date.

This is the fifth album by these veteran punk rockers,
and in some respects, it's a regression. After moving
towards ska and then reggae on their last two
albums, Rancid's new CD is faster and more furious
than even their first album, with mixed results.

- Adam Clayton

R a ti
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- Adam Clayton
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Treble Charger
Wide Awake Bored

De La Soul
Art Official Intelligence: Mosaic Thump

I kind of like this latest effort from the boys out East.
Treble Charger has broke away from that grimy Neil
Young sort of garage rock sound that has come to
define a lot of Eastern Canadian bands. Don't get me
wrong, I like that sound. But Wide Awake Bored has a
very polished sound.
- Jeremy Brooks

I'm not a full-fledged, white bread rapaholic, but I
like to think that there are certain rap groups that
everyone can appreciate. De La Soul is such a band,
and I have been enjoying them since back in the days
of "Me Myself and I."
- Jeremy Brooks

YOU.

Shaft Soundtrack
Various Artists
While it's great to be able to play the "Theme From
Shaft" whenever you feel the need to get your mojo
rising or just feel like a bad MOFO, there's little else
of interest on this disc for anyone who's not into hip
hop. Even the theme by Isaac Hayes is a bit disappointing given little has been changed.
-Adam Clayton

Eve 6
Horrorscope
I can't catch the vibe of this CD. It starts off with synthed-out vox on "Rescue" a la Cher and Kid Rock. I
hate that sound, so this disc was pretty much doomed
from the get go. "Promise" sounds like Billy Joe of
Green Day. Not a fan of this attempt at rock/pop.
- Jeremy Brooks

The Cell is inhumane punishment
Jennifer Lopez horror movie terrifyingly awful
By Adam Clayton

Deane is sought out by hyper-stressed,
chain-smoking FBI agent Peter Novak
he Jennifer Lopez vehicle The Cell is about a (Vince Vaughn) when he needs to use the
psychologist who gets inside the mind of a technology on comatose serial killer Carl
serial killer and finds that getting out isn't so Stargher (Vincent D'Onofrio).
Stargher, perhaps hoping to teach the
easy.
Chinese
a thing or two about water torBelieve me when I tell you I would rather be
ture,
kidnaps
women and slowly drowns
trapped in Ted Bundy's brain than a theatre showing
them
in
a
glass
cell.
The Cell.
Novak
has
to find where Stargher
Although it was the number one film at the box
stashed
his
last
victim before she drowns,
office this weekend thanks to the impressive specialand
quicker
than
you can say The Silence of
effects collage that passed for its trailer, The Cell is an
the
Lambs,
Deane
is wandering about the
aptly-named prison for ignorant movie-goers like
twisted,
vivid
nightmare
that is Stargher's
myself who should have known better than to lay
mind.
down $9 for such a piece of crap.
Stargher's mind, seen through the lens
The skeletal storyline begins with child psycholoof director Tarsem-Singh, (whose bestgist Catherine Deane (Lopez), who uses
4.'°1 k08W
new-fangled technology to administer therapy to a known work remains the surreal, awardwinning R.E.M. video Losing My Religion),
comatose young boy by entering his mind.
is an occasionally stunning yet
insufferably artsy work of art.
I've never swapped brains with a
homicidal schizophrenic, but I
have a feeling most of them don't
have Dante-esque dreams.
Singh's incessant depiction of
Deane as a nurturing Virgin
Mary and Stargher's evil side as
Vince Vaughn as Norman Bates in Psycho
the devil is corny and unimaginamusic video in movie history.
tive, a fatal flaw for science fiction.
The acting is largely unsatisfying. Lopez at least
It was barely a half-hour into the film when
does
what's asked of her and looks pretty, but
I began hoping against hope that Stargher
D'Onofrio
gives a watered-down performance and
would somehow awaken from his coma
Vince
Vaughn
is so bad it's actually scary.
and quickly slaughter everyone else in the
Take
my
advice:
If someone invites you to go see
film.
The
Cell,
tell
him
to
go to . . . well, you know.
Unfortunately, that doesn't happen, and
the audience is forced to endure what is
Vincent D'Onofrio in The Newton Boys
essentially the longest, most pretentious

T
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Survivor
Showdown
By Kevin Engstrom

I

t started with 16, and last Wednesday night an estimated 30-40 million people tuned in to see who the last person standing was.

By Adam Clayton
waa-0000!

I'm talking about Survivor, but you already knew that, didn't you? Even if
All right, so the majestic sound of the conch that heralded each episode of
you've never sat down and watched the program, the media blitz surroundSurvivor doesn't exactly translate into words.
ing the show was bound to reach you even if you were living, ironically
The point is, after 13 episodes and a summer full of couch potato memories,
enough, on a deserted island.
the phenomenon that was Survivor has come to
Over the last two months, culminating with
an end, with Richard Hatch taking home the $1
the three-hour finale last week, the coverage
million.
Survivor has attained is staggering. While newsThe landmark TV event was cheesy, exploitative,
papers updated their readers with weekly
voyeuristic, and sadistic.
updates, Peter Mansbridge filled us in on the
Like the British schoolboys in Lord of the Flies, it
latest theory being touted on the Internet and
didn't take long for the island castaways to
Charles Adler talked about the show for hours
display the ugly, selfish, even vicious aspects of
at a time with his listeners.
human nature.
Meanwhile, a new leader of Canada's official
Who could forget Richard (the Prince of
Opposition party was crowned, the U.S. presiDarkness) and his cold; calculating scheming, or
dential race is heating up, and Premier Doer
the barbaric weekly ritual of the tribal council?
passed some legislation that this province's
I could borrow liberally from Henry Fielding
business community is up in arms about. Am I
and go off on a tangent about how Palau Tiga is
the only one who thinks our sense of what's
merely a microcosm of our own troubled world
important in this world is screwed up?
and indicative of the inherent evil contained
Regardless of what you may think of the
within the human soul.
show, there can be no denying that Survivor is a
But instead I'll just say that in spite of my initial
popular program that has undoubtedly made
distaste for the show, I quickly saw Survivor for
Les Moonves and the other deep thinkers at
what it was: simple fun, and plenty of it.
CBS a truck full of money. As such, I am willing
Before I even knew what hit me, I was a fullto concede that yes, some attention from the
blown addict. I predicted who would get kicked
media is certainly understandable.
off the island every Wednesday and conducted a
However, the way the media has fawned over
post-mortem around the water cooler every
this program and its ragtag collection of unlikeThursday.
able characters in the name of journalism is
Like most people, I thought Rudy was a jerk but
nothing
eventually grew to love his surly, Crankshaft
short of
ways. I
suffocatchastised
ing.
Gervase
At what
for his
point, I
laziness
ask, does
but later
t h e
found
attention
h i m
surroundendearing the
ing.
story
chafed at
become
Susan's
the story
brashitself?
ness,
Would
made
Sean's no brain surgeon
the show
goo-goo
have been
eyes at
Runner-up Kelly
as insanely popular if the media hadn't jumped
Colleen
on the Survivor bandwagon and endlessly pro(God, I hope Hefner can change her mind), and
moted it like they did?
booed Rich until my throat was raw.
The answer is an absolute, unequivocal no,
I
lived
and
died
with
every
but the publicity machine set into motion by
tribal council. I found myself muttering for days
CBS was so overpowering that every media
after Sean's alphabet-voting idiocy prevented
Naked, gay, and proud of it
outlet in North America was sucked into its vorRich from being booted off the island. I felt a little
tex and forced to report on it. Hype piled on top
piece of my heart breaking as each good-natured
of more hype was
member of the former Pagong tribe was ruthlessly picked off by the evil
the result, and any
alliance.
sense that this was
Finally, I screamed with
relevant was lost
rage when dark-horse
the moment it was
Kelly Wiglesworth was
reported that Sue
robbed by Greg's wet
placed her hand
blanket "Pick a number
on Kelly's thigh.
between one and 10" crap.
The point I'm
Some worry the show's
trying to make is
success
will spawn
the coverage given
increasingly
extreme
to this one proreality shows until we're
gram is contrived
left with real-lie versions
at best, and irreof The Running Man and
Ruthless Rich sizes up the comp
sponsible journalThe Truman Show.
Man's man Rudy Boesch
ism at its worst. In
One can only wonder
the grand scheme of things, Survivor isn't very important.
(not in the Rich sense)
how, given the fact that
Shouldn't it be reported as such?
Survivor contained less violence, sex, and swears than most Disney films.
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The Fake News
Day says gay: no way, bi: OK
A drunk Stockwell Day proclaims bisexuality "the lesser of two evils"
By Adam Clayton
n a stunning break with his party's socially
conservative ideology, Canadian Alliance
Leader Stockwell Day endorsed bisexuality
as being "preferable to full-blown homosexuality" while speaking at an Alliance fundraiser in
Calgary yesterday.
A party member who asked not to be identified says Day looked "a little bit tipsy" before
making the statement following a wine and
cheese reception in a posh Calgary hotel.

"If you ask me, having sex with other men doesn't
make you a sinner, but not wanting to have sex with
women certainly does," Day earlier told a hushed
and confused crowd of supporters. "I mean, what
the hell is that?"
While still on stage, a glassy-eyed Day threw his
arms around a male aid and shouted that he had
"the sexiest men in the world working for him, bar
none."
"Oh, like you never fooled around a little at summer camp when you were kid," a giddy Day asked
an incredulous group of reporters. "You know.

In his speech, Day called bisexuality "a potential common ground between gays and normal

You're young, you're still learning about your bodies," said Day before being whisked off by body-

people" and spoke at length on the need for a
"heterosexual-bisexual alliance that will topple
the gay-Liberal government."
"The Canadian Alliance is more than just an
amalgamation of right-wing zealots," says Day.
"We want to represent all sorts of people who
have heterosexual sex, be it exclusively or otherwise."
Day's comments have perplexed gay-rights
activists who have attacked Day for his alleged
homophobia since he entered the national political scene.
Asked to elaborate on what he calls the
Alliance's "new policy of tolerance," Day
explains he "does not believe that a man should
be having sex with other men."
"However, if that man also has sex with
women, does that not sort of cancel it out?" asks
a visibly intoxicated Day.

guards.
In a home video of the event, Day is seen staggering around the room and boasting about his physical prowess shortly before his speech.
"You think you can take me?" Day asks an
obviously bewildered man while flexing his biceps.

/

The Fake News is satirical in nature and
is a work of fiction. In no way does its
content constitute actual news.

Has Stockwell gone a little ... AC/DC?

The mock articles in this section are
intended strictly as humour and do not
necessarily represent the views of the
Projector or the Red River College
Students' Association
- Entertainment Editor

The Top 10 signs summer is really over
1. Fat guys put

their shirts back on

2. The percentage of your body covered in mosquito
bites falls from 90 to 75
3. The plumage of white trash changes from neon
anything to tasselled leather
4. Quality TV programming ensures you're no longer
forced to watch Big Brother while coming down from a
Survivor high

F'0

5. The Bombers have been disqualified from playoff contention

"I'm doing okay, but I wish
I didn't have diabetes.
The people at CDA
make it easier."
Jody, aged 10

6. Bulky winter wardrobes make people feel safe to
resume eating like pigs

Pio 7. Another lame day-long "alternative rock" concert put
on by irrelevant bands has come and gone

HELP SOMEONE YOU KNOVL

8. You get tired of making sweet, solitary love to Colleen
from Survivor every night. All right, that could never
happen

CALL 1 -800-BANT1NG

9. People never ask you to "do their back" anymore

Iggl DANA MAN
DIABETES
AS S A, T #0t4

AS 5+
i0t4
CANADIEWNE
DO Da*BETE

www.eliabeteS.ca

10. You let that special area get as hairy as you want.
You know what I'm talking about
- by Adam Clayton
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